The images of 229 galaxies in the Canada France Redshift Survey have been classified on the DDO system. These observations were combined with previous classifications of galaxies with known redshifts in the Hubble Deep Field.
INTRODUCTION
The Canada-France Redshift Survey (CFRS) provides a large well-defined sample (Lilly et al. 1995b; Crampton et al. 1995) of faint galaxies for which the selection criteria match as closely as possible those for samples of nearby galaxies. The galaxies in the CFRS have a median redshift of z ∼ 0.6, which corresponds to a look-back time of half the present age of the Universe. The sample gives information on the evolution of galaxy morphology over the range 0.0 < z < 1.2 (Binchmann et al. 1998) . It therefore supplements similar studies of the evolution of galaxy morphology in the Hubble Deep Field (HDF) (Williams et al. 1996) and its Flanking Fields (FF) by van den Bergh et al. (2000) and by van den Bergh, Cohen, & Crabbe (2001) . Such additional information is of value because (1) the numbers -3 -of galaxies in individual classification bins is small, and (2) the distribution of classification types along any particular line of sight may be affected by the presence of voids or density enhancements.
GALAXY CLASSIFICATIONS
A catalog of classifications on the DDO System (van den Bergh 1960a,b,c) of 229 galaxies for which redshifts have been published by Le ; Lilly et al. (1995a,b) ; Hammer et al. (1995) ; Binchmann et al. (1998) is given in Table 1 . Not listed in Table 1 are 17 objects with redshift z = 0.0000 which were mostly classified as E0, E0/Star or Star. Exceptions are CFRS 10.0808, which was classified as Peculiar, and CFRS 10.1614 which is a distant Sab/S0: galaxy, even though its redshift is claimed to be 0.0000 on the basis of the resemblance of its spectrum to that of an M-type star. Infrared F814W images obtained with the Hubble Space Telescope Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 were available for all of the classified galaxies. For many of these galaxies a red F606W image had also been obtained. Finally a few blue F450W images were also available. Since these blue images were generally "underexposed" they were mostly only useful to show the distribution of the young population component in program galaxies. Inspection of (and classification from) the F814W and F606W images showed that, for galaxies with 0.0 < z < 1.1, the classifications were only weakly dependent on the rest-wavelength at which they were being viewed. The classification effects were in the sense that objects viewed at a rest-wavelength longer than that of the B band (∼ 4400Å) appeared to have bulges that were too large and spiral arms that were too weak. Only for a few galaxies at z > 1.0 are morphological classifications expected to be seriously affected by young blue stars. To minimize the effects of rest-wavelength on the classifications, all galaxies with z > 0.60 were classified on the F814W images. Galaxies with 0.10 < z < 0.60 where, whenever possible, classified on -4 -F606W images. A small number of objects with z < 0.10 were classified on the F450W images. Galaxies which were classified at (or close to) the rest-frame B wavelength are marked by an asterisk in the fourth colum of Table 1. Uncertain classifications are followed by a colon. The exposure times for the F814W images used in the CFRS survey ranged from 5300 to 7800 seconds. The corresponding exposure times of F814W images in the Hubble Deep Field (Williams et al. 1996) were 124000 seconds. As a result of this difference in exposure times the CFRS images are noisier than the HDF images. This difference makes the classification of the CFRS images somewhat more challenging than that of the galaxies in the HDF. However, it is our impression that this difference is not likely to introduce significant systematic differences between classifications in the CFRS and in the HDF.
By introducing artificial noise van den Bergh, Cohen, & Crabbe (2001) have found that such noise does not significantly influence the classifications of the main bodies of galaxies.
However, the visibility of dim outer features, such as faint outer tidal structure, does depend on the noise level in each image. As was the case for the previous classifications of objects in the HDF, it was usually not possible to distinguish with confidence between elliptical (E) and lenticular (S0) galaxies. Furthermore a few distant cD galaxies might have been misclassified as objects of types E-Sa-Sab. For distant spirals it is often difficult to use spiral arm morphology as a classification criterion. This is so because of resolution effects on the tightly coiled arms of early-type galaxies, and because the arms of distant late-type galaxies often appear to have a rather chaotic structure. Central concentration of light has therefore been used as the principal criterion for locating an individual object on Hubble's (1936) Sa -Sb -Sc sequence. Those galaxies with the largest nuclear bulges were assigned to type Sa, those with somewhat smaller bulges were classified as being of type Sb, and spirals exhibiting the smallest bulges were designated Sc. Finally, galaxies lacking a nucleus or nuclear bulge were generally classified as irregulars. All classifications were made "blind", i.e. without knowing what the redshift of that galaxy was.
-5 - Binchmann et al. (1998) previously classified many of the galaxies in the present program on the sequence: 1 = E + E/S0, 2 = S0/Sa, 3 = Sab, 4 = Sbc, 5 = Scd, and 6= Ir. Their classifications were made with respect to nine fundamental types that are illustrated in their Figure 4 1 After excluding star-like objects, and those classifications marked "?", there were 147 galaxies that that had been classified 1 to 6 by Binchmann et al. and E-E/Sa-Sa-Sab-Sb-Sbc-Sc-Sc/Ir-Ir in Table 1 . After translating our classifications into the slightly coarser sequence of Binchmann et al.
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS CLASSIFICATIONS
2 it is found (see Figure 1 ) that 79/147 (54%) of the classifications differ by 0.5 units or less. Such close agreement is considered satisfactory because it is often difficult to fit the morphologies of distant galaxies into the classification bins of the Hubble (1936) scheme (van den Bergh et al. 1996 (van den Bergh et al. , 2000 .
Furthermore inspection of Figure 1 shows no evidence for a significant systematic difference between the present classifications on the DDO system and those by Binchmann et al. It should, however, be noted that quite a few galaxies that Binchmann et al. classify as 6
(irregular) were regarded as mergers in the present investigation. In most of these cases careful inspection of the images shows the presence of two (or more) nuclei. The best example of an interacting pair that was classified as an irregular is CFRS 14.1129 (see Figure 2 ). This object seems to consist of a late-type spiral that is being tidally distorded by a compact early-type companion.
1 I am indebted to Simon Lilly for pointing out that the galaxies reproduced in this figure
by Binchmann et al. should only be seen as illustrative examples, and must not be regarded as exact prototypes for the morphological classes that they represent.
2 The adopted transformation was E + E/S0 = 1, S0/a = 2, Sa = 2.5, Sab = 3, Sb = 3.5, Sbc = 4, Sc = 4.5, Scd = 5 and Ir = 6. By the same token it is found that the redshift distributions of the 35 E galaxies and of 19.5 spirals of type Sc in the CFRS sample do not differ at a statistically significant level.
Merger frequency as a function of redshift
In a previous paper (van den Bergh et al. 2000) it was found that a number of the objects that had tentatively been designated as "mergers" had significantly different radial velocities and were therefore close optical pairs. It was therefore decided to tighten the definition of mergers by restricting it to galaxies that exhibited clear evidence for tidal distortion, or to close pairs that are embedded in a common envelope. In agreement with previous work (see Carlberg et al. 2000 for a recent review) it is found that the fraction of merging galaxies is highest at the largest redshifts. In the present sample 9/22 (41%) of all merging galaxies are located at z ≥ 0.80, whereas only 38/203 (19%) of non-merging -7 -galaxies have z ≥ 0.80.
The frequency of barred spirals
Van den Bergh et al. (1996) found that barred spirals were unexpectedly rare in the appear to show that this deficiency of barred spirals at large redshifts can not, as had been suggested by Eskridge et al. (2000) , be attributed to wavelength dependent visibility of bars. Van den Bergh et al. (2000) found that only 6% of 49 galaxies with 0.25 < z < 0.60 had bars or possible bars. Furthermore only 1% of 134 galaxies with redshifts in the range 0.6 < z < 1.2 appeared to exhibit bar-like structure. [The single barred spiral at z = 0.96 might actually be a tidally deformed normal spiral.] For comparison it is noted that 22%
of the nearby galaxies in the Shapley Ames Catalog Sandage (1981) are listed as being barred objects of types SB or S(B). It is presently being investigated (Abraham & van den Bergh in preparation) to which extent the fraction of galaxies that is recognized as being barred spirals might depend on redshift via resolution and noise-dependent effects. In the present study special attention was paid to the presence (or absence) of bars, by examining each galaxy image over the widest possible dynamical range. It is therefore surprising that only 14 out of 225 (6%) galaxies in the CFRS sample are seen to have bars. Unfortunately the present sample is too small to establish if the fraction of barred galaxies decreases still more towards increasing redshift.
-8 -
Frequency of grand-design spirals
Galaxies of DDO luminosity classes I and II exhibit beautifull long arms and are commonly denoted as "grand design" spirals. Inspection of SRC Schmidt plates (Visvanathan & van den Bergh 1992) shows that such spiral arms can still be recognized on the tiny Schmidt images of galaxies with redshifts of 10 000 < v < 15 000 km s −1 . Such arms are also clearly seen in the reproduction of galaxy CFRS 10.0826 at z= 0.64, which
Binchmann et al. use as their prototype for galaxies of type Scd. The present sample contains only six grand-design spirals, three of wich have redshifts z < 0.3. Our sample is therefore too small to study the redshift distribution on grand-design spirals.
Evolutionary changes in galaxy morphology
The relative frequencies of differing morphological galaxy types in different redshift ranges are listed in Table 2 . The interpretation of these data is rendered particularly uncertain by the fact that 185 galaxies are sorted into nine morphological bins in three redshift ranges. On average each bin in the table therefore contains only ∼ 7 (185/27) galaxies! The only relatively secure conclusion to be drawn from the data in Table 2 is that the total number of objects classified as Peculiar,"?", Protogalaxy and Merger appears to increase with redshift. Also given in Table 2 (2000) . No gross differences appear to show up between the frequency distributions of morphological types in these two samples.
-9 -
COMBINED CFRS AND HDF SAMPLES
Since the present data on CFRS galaxies have been classified on the same system as those in the Hubble Deep Field (van den Bergh et al. 2000) the CFRS and the HDF+FF samples may be combined. This has two advantages. In the first place the size of the sample is approximately doubled. Secondly combining samples observed along different lines of sight reduces the bias that could be introduced by the fact that a particular line of sight might pass through an overdensity, in which early-type galaxies are expected to be over-represented (Dressler et al. 1980) . Data on the resulting frequency distribution of morphological types of 425 galaxies with 0.25 < z < 1.20 is collected in Table 3 . Subject to the inevitable limitations of small number statistics it appears that the following tentative conclusions may be drawn from the data in this table:
• The fraction of E + S0 + E/S0 galaxies remains approximately constant at ∼ 17% over the range z = 0.25 to z = 1.20.
• The fraction of irregular galaxies appears to increase slightly from ∼ 5% at small redshifts to ∼ 10% at z ∼1. This is the opposite of what might have been expected from observational selection. This is so because Ir galaxies are, on average, significantly fainter than those of Hubble types E-Sa-Sb-Sc (see Fig.1 
of van den
Bergh 1998). This suggests that either (1) irregular galaxies were intrinsically more frequent in the distant past than they are now, or (perhaps more plausibly) (2) that Ir galaxies experienced more luminosity evolution than did objects of types E-Sa-Sb-Sc.
However, some constraints on such luminosity evolution are set by the observation (Carollo & Lilly 2001 ) that that star forming galaxies at 0.5 < z < 1.0 do not appear to have the extremely low metallicities that are diagnostic of dwarf galaxies.
• The frequency of galaxy mergers appears to increase by a factor of two or three -10 -over the range 0.4 < z < 1.0. A significant fraction of the distant objects, that had previously been classified as irregulars, turn out to be mergers.
The present investigation suggests that larger galaxy samples, that are drawn from separate fields in the sky, will be needed to derive statistically significant conclusions on the redshift dependence of (1) the merger rate, (2) the fraction of grand-design spirals and (3) the fraction of barred spirals. It is a pleasure to thank Simon Lilly for kindly providing the HST images of CFRS galaxies and to Peter Stetson for his help with help with the reduction of these images. I also thank Roberto Abraham and Simon Lilly for critical reading of an early draft of this paper.
-11 - appears to be a late-type spiral that is being tidally distorted by an early-type galaxy. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that the differences between these two distributions are not statistically significant.
